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integral presents no singularities and we may put &=1 before integration; its value is then log 2.
This value of the potential agrees with that given by H. Poincar6 in his Theorie du Potentiel Neiotonien, 1899, p. 132. The use of the first integral on the right-hand side of (1) to find the elliptic integral K when k=l was suggested in a College examination paper, Dec. 1896.
A plane drawn through the axis of the ring will cut the level surfaces in a series of curves. By using the theorem V" = eV of Art. 187 we may prove that these are circles in the immediate neighbourhood of the ring.
Ex. 3. Prove that the level surfaces of a thin circular ring, when the law of attraction is the inverse cube, are given by pp' = fj?, where p, p' are the greatest and least distances of any point R from the ring, and the constant p is given by 2/i2=MjV".
192.   Anchor rings.   An anchor ring is generated by the revolution of a circle of radius a about an axis Oz in the plane of the circle, the centre C describing a circle of radius c.    A thin homogeneous layer is placed on its surface.   Prove that the potential of the layer at any point P of the axis is
0=0 to |,
where E=(7P, and M is the whole superficial mass. If m be the surface density, H=2ira. 27TC. m by G-uldin's theorem.
Let QQ' be an arc of the generating circle; let PQ make an angle 0 with the outward normal CQ to the anchor ring. Let the angles CPQ = 6, CPO~p, and PQ=p.    Since the arc QQ'=pd& sec0, the potential at P of the annulus generated by the revolution of QQ' about Oz is V— TO J sec (j>d0 . 2?rp sin (8 + 0)                   ®
= 27r»zjsec (f>d6p (cos 6 sin j8 -f- sin 0cos/3).
Since the integration extends over the
whole circumference of the generating
circle, the last term is zero.   Also
sin 0 = sin <p (a/R),
.'.  cos 6d8=:cos (f)d(f> (aJR).
.'.   V- 27TW sin /3 (a/R) { pd$.
The limits are 0 to TT if we double the result. Produce PQ to cut the circle again in R and let PR = p'. Then
V=4iirm — f(/> + //) d!0,    0 = 0 to %TT.
jTi"
Since p+p'=2 .PN=2fJ(R2 -a2sin2 0) this reduces to the result given above without difficulty.
193.    Ex. 1.    The potential of a solid homogeneous anchor ring at any point P of the axis may be expressed in either of the following forms
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_ R2 + az - 2aR cos i//) * The limits for 0 are 0 to ^-TT, and for ^, 0 to TT,   If p be the density the whole mass

